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7s ANTI- (against, opposite) 

ANTIAIR AAIINRT directed against attacking aircraft [adj] 

ANTIBUG ABGINTU effective against bugs [adj] 

ANTICAR AACINRT opposed to cars [adj] 

ANTIFAS AAFINST ANTIFA, opposer of fascism [n] 

ANTIFAT AAFINTT preventing formation of fat [adj] 

ANTIFLU AFILNTU combating flu [adj] 

ANTIFOG AFGINOT preventing buildup of moisture on surface [adj] 

ANTIFUR AFINRTU opposed to wearing of animal furs [adj] 

ANTIGAY AAGINTY opposed to homosexuals [adj] 

ANTIGEN AEGINNT substance that stimulates production of antibodies [n -s] 

ANTIGUN AGINNTU opposed to guns [adj] 

ANTIJAM AAIJMNT blocking interfering signals [adj] 

ANTILOG AGILNOT number corresponding to given logarithm [n -S] 

ANTIMAN AAIMNNT antimale (opposed to men) [adj] 

ANTIPOT AINOPTT opposing use of pot (marijuana) [adj] 

ANTIRED ADEINRT opposed to communism [adj] 

ANTISAG AAGINST designed to prevent sagging [adj] 

ANTISEX AEINSTX opposed to sexual activity [adj] 

ANTITAX AAINTTX opposing taxes [adj] 

ANTIWAR AAINRTW opposing war [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s ANTI- (against, opposite) 

ANTIACNE AACEINNT effective against acne [adj] 

ANTIATOM AAIMNOTT atom comprised of antiparticles [n -S] 

ANTIBIAS AABIINST opposed to bias [adj] 

ANTIBODY ABDINOTY body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins [n -DIES] 

ANTIBOSS ABINOSST opposed to bosses [adj] 

ANTICITY ACIINTTY opposed to cities [adj] 

ANTICOLD ACDILNOT effective against common cold [adj] 

ANTICULT ACILNTTU group opposed to cult [n -S] 

ANTIDORA AADINORT holy breads (instead of gifts) [n] 

ANTIDOTE ADEINOTT to counteract effects of poison with remedy [v -D, -TING, -S]  

ANTIDRUG ADGINRTU opposed to illicit drugs [adj] 

ANTIFOAM AAFIMNOT reducing or preventing foam [adj] 

ANTIGANG AAGGINNT opposed to gangs [adj] 

ANTIGENE AEEGINNT antigen (substance that stimulates production of antibodies) [n -S]  

ANTIHERO AEHINORT protagonist who is notably lacking in heroic qualities [n -ES] 

ANTIKING AGIIKNNT usurping king [n -S] 

ANTILEAK AAEIKLNT preventing leaks [adj] 

ANTILEFT AEFILNTT opposed to leftism [adj] 

ANTILIFE AEFIILNT opposed to life [adj] 

ANTILOCK ACIKLNOT designed to prevent wheels of vehicle from locking [adj] 

ANTILOGY AGILNOTY contradiction in terms or ideas [n -GIES] 

ANTIMALE AAEILMNT opposed to men [adj] 
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ANTIMASK AAIKMNST comic performance between acts of masque [n -S] 

ANTIMERE AEEIMNRT part of organism symmetrical with part on opposite side of main axis [n -S] 

ANTIMINE AEIIMNNT effective against mines [adj] 

ANTINODE ADEINNOT region between adjacent nodes [n -S] 

ANTINOME AEIMNNOT one that is opposite to another [n -S] 

ANTINOMY AIMNNOTY contradiction between two seemingly valid principles [n -MIES] 

ANTINUKE AEIKNNTU person who opposes use of nuclear power plants or nuclear weapons [n -S] 

ANTIPHON AHINNOPT psalm or hymn sung responsively [n -S] 

ANTIPILL AIILLNPT opposing use of contraceptive pills [adj] 

ANTIPODE ADEINOPT exact opposite [n -S] 

ANTIPOLE AEILNOPT opposite pole [n -S] 

ANTIPOPE AEINOPPT one claiming to be pope in opposition to one chosen by church law [n -S] 

ANTIPORN AINNOPRT opposed to pornography [adj] 

ANTIPYIC ACIINPTY medicine that prevents formation of pus [n -S] 

ANTIRAPE AAEINPRT concerned with preventing rape [adj] 

ANTIRIOT AIINORTT designed to prevent or end riots [adj] 

ANTIROCK ACIKNORT opposed to rock music [adj] 

ANTIROLL AILLNORT designed to reduce roll [adj] 

ANTIRUST AINRSTTU something that prevents rust [n -S] 

ANTISERA AAEINRST serums that contain antibodies [n] 

ANTISHIP AHIINPST designed for use against ships [adj] 

ANTISKID ADIIKNST designed to prevent skidding [adj] 

ANTISLIP AIILNPST designed to prevent slipping [adj] 

ANTISMOG AGIMNOST designed to reduce pollutants that cause smog [adj] 

ANTISMUT AIMNSTTU opposed to pornography [adj] 

ANTISNOB ABINNOST one that is opposed to snobbery [n -S] 

ANTISPAM AAIMNPST designed to block spam (unsolicited email) [adj] 

ANTISTAT AAINSTTT agent for preventing buildup of static electricity [n -S] 

ANTITANK AAIKNNTT designed to combat tanks [adj] 

ANTITYPE AEINPTTY opposite type [n -S] 

ANTIWEAR AAEINRTW designed to reduce effects of long or hard use [adj] 

ANTIWEED ADEEINTW concerned with destruction of weeds [adj] 
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